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Characterization of Stiffness
and Damping in Textured Sector
Pad Micro Thrust Bearings Using
Computational Fluid Dynamics
In the present paper, a study of stiffness and damping in sector-pad micro thrust bearings
with artificial surface texturing is presented, based on computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) simulations. The bearing pads are modeled as consecutive three-dimensional
independent microchannels, each consisting of a smooth rotating wall (rotor) and a
partially textured stationary wall (stator). CFD simulations are performed, consisting in
the numerical solution of the Navier–Stokes equations for incompressible isothermal
flow. The goal of the present study is to characterize the dynamic behavior of favorable
designs, identified in previous optimization studies, comprising parallel and convergent
thrust bearings with rectangular texture patterns. To this end, a translational degree of
freedom (DOF) along the thrust direction and a rotational (tilting) DOF of the rotor are
considered. By implementing appropriate small perturbations around the equilibrium
(steady-state) position and processing the simulation results, the stiffness and damping
coefficients of the bearing are obtained for each DOF. The computed dynamic coeffi-
cients of textured thrust bearings are compared to those of conventional (smooth slider)
designs. It is found that the dependence of bearing stiffness and damping on geometrical
parameters exhibits the same trends for both DOFs. Both stiffness and damping are
found to increase with bearing width. In general, increasing the bearing convergence
ratio results in increased bearing stiffness and decreased damping. Finally, the
present results demonstrate that properly textured parallel sliders are characterized by
an overall dynamic performance that is superior to that of smooth converging sliders.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4007320]
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Introduction

The performance of micro thrust and journal bearings is impor-
tant for the overall performance and dynamic behavior of rotating
microengines [1–3]. For micro thrust bearing applications, recent
research has demonstrated that properly designed texture patterns
may substantially increase bearing performance. Recent techno-
logical advances in surface treatment enable the introduction of
such designs, with resolution accuracy in the micron scale [4].
The performance potential of texture patterns in improving bear-
ing performance has been demonstrated in recent computational
studies utilizing the Reynolds equation [5–9], as well as in recent
CFD studies [9–12]. Lately, optimization studies of bearing
texture patterns have been reported, aiming at an identification
of proper texture geometry parameters, for optimal bearing per-
formance [13–17]. The latter is commonly expressed by the two
principal bearing performance indices, the load carrying capacity
and the friction coefficient.

In addition to providing optimal static performance, bearing
designs should also contribute to a proper dynamic performance,
providing satisfactory stiffness and damping properties. The
dynamic characteristics of untextured journal/thrust bearings have
been the subject of several studies, including Refs. [18–25]. To
the authors’ knowledge, studies on the dynamic characteristics of
textured thrust bearings have not yet been reported.

Thus, following the optimization study of 3D textured micro
thrust bearings of Ref. [17], the present work aims at characteriz-
ing the dynamic properties of optimal 3D textured micro thrust
bearings, using CFD. The properties considered here are the
bearing stiffness and damping with respect to translational (i.e., in
the thrust direction) and tilting motions; these properties are quan-
tified by proper nondimensional indices.

The paper is organized as follows: The problem definition and
computational approach are first presented, including model vali-
dation tests. Simulation results are then presented and discussed,
and, finally, the main findings are summarized.

Problem Definition

Micro Thrust Bearing Geometry. In Fig. 1, the top views of
three eight-pad thrust bearings are presented, with values of
width-to-length ratio, B/L, defined for the pad midsector, equal to
0.5, 1.0, and 1.5. In the present study, the number of bearing pads
Np is maintained to Np¼ 8. Consecutive pads are separated by

Fig. 1 Top view of eight-pad thrust bearings for (a) B/L 5 0.5,
(b) B/L 5 1.0, (c) B/L 5 1.5
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grooves; the area occupied by each pad or groove is determined
by a corresponding angle Hp or Hg (see Fig. 1). These angles
are controlled by the nondimensional parameters #p ¼ Hp=
Hp þHg

� �
, #g ¼ Hg= Hp þHg

� �
. In the present work, Hp is

taken equal to 0.8 (thus, Hg ¼ 0:2).
The geometry of a single micro thrust bearing pad with partial

periodic rectangular texturing is presented in Fig. 2. The fluid con-
vects towards the outlet and builds up pressure, which exerts
forces on the bearing walls. Pressure buildup is due to the pres-
ence of rectangular grooves, extending in the spanwise (radial)
direction over the bearing width and (possibly) also due to the
converging geometry. Force equilibrium is attained by the pres-
ence of an external vertical load W on both walls. Energy is
expended by the work done by the shear forces at the moving
wall–fluid interface.

A three-dimensional parametric computer-aided design (CAD)
model has been built, with geometry dimensions representative of
microbearings. The bearing has a width of B in the radial direc-
tion. All other lengths are defined at the pad midsector. The bear-
ing height changes from the pad inlet height H1 to its value H0 at
the pad outlet. H0 and H1 are controlled by the value of the con-
vergence ratio k ¼ H1 � H0ð Þ=H0. Evidently, zero values of k
account for parallel geometries, while positive values of k corre-
spond to converging geometries. In the present study, the value of
minimum film thickness Hmin is assumed in all cases constant,
equal to 0.05 mm. The length L of the pad is controlled by the
nondimensional parameter l ¼ L=Hmin; here l is equal to 100. The
bearing width B is controlled by the ratio B/L.

Part of the stationary wall is textured with rectangular grooves
(Fig. 2). For all cases, an untextured part (sill) at the inlet, of length
equal to 1/100 of the total length, i.e., lui ¼ 0:01, is considered.
The untextured length at the pad outlet is controlled by the nondi-
mensional parameter luo. The textured part exhibits N periodic
texture cells. Each texture cell is defined by the cell length Lc, the
groove length Lg, and the groove depth Hg (see Fig. 2(b)). These
dimensional geometric parameters are controlled by the texture
density qT ¼ Lg=Lc, and the relative groove depth s ¼ Hg=Hmin.

Governing Equations and Assumptions. The flow is consid-
ered isothermal, and the minimum pressure value is assumed to be
above the vapor pressure; thus, cavitation is not accounted for. The
conservation equations for unsteady incompressible and isothermal
flow, with zero gravitational and other external body forces, are:
�Mass conservation equation

r � V ¼ 0 (1)

�Momentum equations

@V

@t
þ V � rV ¼ � 1

q
rpþ l

q
r2V (2)

where V is the velocity vector, p the static pressure, q the fluid
density, and l the dynamic viscosity.

Equations (1) and (2) are solved with a commercial CFD soft-
ware, utilizing a finite volume approach. From dimensional analy-
sis, it follows that, for given geometry, the flow dynamics depends
on the Reynolds number Re, defined at the bearing midsection, in
terms of the local moving wall velocity U ¼ xRmean and the mini-
mum film thickness Hmin (x is the rotor angular velocity and Rmean

the radius at the pad midsector). Simulations are performed for
Re¼ 1, a value representative of microbearing applications. In the
present dimensional model, a value of Re¼ 1 corresponds to a
velocity U ¼ 0:01785 ms�1 at the pad midsector, and values of the
fluid thermophysical properties equal to those of water at 25 �C
(see Ref. [16]). Results are presented in nondimensional form.

Spatial Discretization, Boundary and Initial Conditions.
Depending on flow symmetries of a particular case studied, either
the full geometry (eight-pad for tilting disturbances) or one pad
(for translational disturbances) is modeled (see Fig. 1). Typical
3D meshes generated consist of approximately 200,000 hexahe-
dral finite volumes per bearing pad. During load variation, since
the instantaneous channel height changes every time step, the
grid is adapted accordingly; the adaptation maintains the total
number of finite volumes. The corresponding finite volume size in
the cross-flow direction of the slider is 0.04 Hmin–0.1 Hmin, with a
minimum of 15 cells in the untextured region, along the cross-
flow direction. The grid is denser in near-wall regions (see
Ref. [16] for details on grid design). In the streamwise (circumfer-
ential) direction, the finite volume size is approximately
0.1 Hmin–0.2 Hmin at the midsector of the pads. In the spanwise
(radial) direction, the discretization utilizes a typical finite volume
size of approximately 1–2 Hmin. Spatial resolution tests have been
performed by generating meshes with numbers of finite volumes
both lower and substantially higher than the typical meshes used.
The relative differences in the flow integral quantities (load
capacity and dynamic coefficients) between typical and very fine
meshes were in all cases on the order of 1%.

The bearing walls are considered impermeable. The bottom
(textured) wall is stationary. The upper wall is assumed to be
moving at a constant angular velocity x, with a local circumferen-
tial velocity U ¼ xr at the pad midsector, r being the local radius.
No-slip conditions are assumed at both walls.

The inlet and outlet surfaces of a bearing pad (see Figs. 1 and
2) are considered openings: The pressure is assumed constant,
with the same value p¼ 0 prescribed at both boundaries, while a
Neumann boundary condition is assumed for the velocity. At the
bearing sides r¼Rin, Rout, an outflow condition is prescribed, i.e.,
in addition to the above assumptions, no inflow to the computa-
tional domain is allowed. This boundary condition corresponds to
thrust bearings with direct injection of lubricating oil in the
grooves between consecutive pads. For fully flooded bearings, an
opening type of boundary condition (permitting both outflow and
inflow) would be appropriate. Nonetheless, parametric studies
with both types of boundary conditions (carried out for optimal
textured bearings of B/L¼ 0.5—for which the effect of boundary
condition is expected to be more pronounced) demonstrate only a
slight overestimation in load carrying capacity at low convergence
ratio values for flooded bearings; this overestimation practically
vanishes for k� 0.4.

All simulations were initialized from zero velocity and pressure
fields. For the present Reynolds number Re¼ 1, the governing
equations were integrated for a total time of 60 dimensionless
time units t� ¼ tU=Hminð Þ, resulting in all cases in steady state.
Convergence to steady state was verified by monitoring the com-
puted velocity and pressure at a number of representative points
within the flow domain.

The average vertical force exerted to a rotor pad area is calcu-
lated by integrating the instantaneous pressure p over the rotor
surface:

Fig. 2 (a) Geometry of the fluid domain of a textured thrust
bearing pad, (b) texture geometry parameters, defined at the
pad midsector
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Fp ¼
1

Np

ð
A

p dA ¼ W (3)

where A is the total area of bearing pads.
The average moment exerted to a rotor pad can be readily

calculated:

Mx ¼
1

Np
Mx;tot (4)

where Mx;tot is the total moment of the bearing with respect to the
x-axis.

Stiffness and Damping Coefficients. The stiffness and damp-
ing coefficients of sector pad thrust bearings are computed for two
types of rotor motion, namely a translational motion along the
thrust direction (Fig. 3) and a tilting motion with reference to a
principal axis of symmetry of the rotor (Fig. 4). The CFD simula-
tions implement the perturbation pattern presented in Fig. 5. Here,
three consecutive stages are considered:

(a) Initial stage: The rotor is set to rotation at a constant angu-
lar velocity, exhibiting no translational or tilting motion.
Pressure builds up and steady-state conditions are reached.

(b) Perturbation stage: A (gradual) small perturbation to the
film thickness around the equilibrium is imposed, corre-
sponding to either a translation or a rotation of the bearing
rotor. The instantaneous values of load carrying capacity or
moment, and the corresponding translational or tilting
velocities of the rotor are recorded. Here, a mesh deforma-
tion technique is utilized to account for the changing fluid
film volume. By processing the simulation results, the
damping coefficient is calculated.

(c) Relaxation stage: Steady-state conditions are reached, cor-
responding to a new equilibrium position (final state of the
modified fluid film geometry). The stiffness coefficient is
calculated.

In the present study, a total perturbation in film thickness of
0.01Hmin is used to calculate the translational stiffness and instan-
taneous damping coefficients, as follow:

� Translational stiffness coefficient

kz ’
DW

DH
(5)

� Nondimensional translational stiffness coefficient

k�z ¼ kz
H3

min

BL2Ul
(6)

� Instantaneous translational damping coefficient

cz;inst ’
dW

dv
(7)

where v is the instantaneous translational (squeeze) velocity.
�Nondimensional instantaneous translational damping coefficient

c�z;inst ¼ cz;inst
U

L

H3
min

BL2Ul
(8)

In the case of tilting motions of the rotor, an appropriate pertur-
bation angle is used, which corresponds to maximum change in
film thickness of 0.001 Hmin in a pad midsection. The rotational
stiffness and instantaneous damping coefficients of the bearing are
calculated as follow:
� Rotational stiffness coefficient

k/ ’
DMx

D/
(9)

where / is the tilting angle (see Fig. 4)
� Nondimensional rotational stiffness coefficient

k�/ ¼ k/
H3

min

B2L3Ul
(10)

� Instantaneous rotational damping coefficient

c/;inst ’
dMx

d _/
(11)

Fig. 3 Sketch of translational motion of the rotor of a sector
pad thrust bearing

Fig. 4 Sketch of tilting motion of the rotor of a sector pad
thrust bearing

Fig. 5 Illustration of computation procedure of translational
stiffness and average damping coefficient of thrust bearings:
(a) imposed temporal variation of film thickness and corre-
sponding rotor cross-flow (squeeze) velocity, and (b) resulting
variation of load carrying capacity
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� Nondimensional instantaneous rotational damping coefficient

c�/;inst ¼ c/;inst
U

L

H3
min

B2L3Ul
(12)

The average value of the (translational or rotational) damping
coefficient over a time interval ta; tbð Þ can be readily calculated:

c� ¼ 1

t�b � t�a

ðt�b

t�a

c�inst t�ð Þdt� (13)

The outcome of the simulation design proposed here, consisting
of an initial (convergence to steady state), a perturbation, and a
relaxation stage, is equivalent to that of two static and one
transient analyses, leading to the simultaneous calculation of the
stiffness and the average damping coefficients of the bearing. The
duration of the different stages of each simulation is controlled by
the nondimensional times t�1; t�2; t�3; t�a; and t�b (see Fig. 5). For
selecting these nondimensional time parameters, the following
were considered:

(a) Selection of parameters t�1 and t�3:
Confirming convergence to steady state (prior to and after
implementing the perturbation pattern) is important for
accurately calculating the stiffness coefficient. To this end,
based on characteristic time estimates and initial test runs,
the values of t�1 ¼ 60 and t�3 ¼ 100 have been utilized.

(b) Selection of parameter t�2:
The duration of the perturbation stage t�2 � t�1

� �
has been 10

nondimensional time units in all simulations reported sub-
sequently; for translational rotor motions, this value corre-
sponds to an average nondimensional squeeze velocity
v� ¼ Dz�= t�2 � t�1

� �
¼ 0:001. It is noted that the duration of

the perturbation stage (equivalently: the squeeze velocity)
affects the computed values of the (average) damping
coefficient: Fig. 6 presents the nondimensional damping
coefficient as a function of the nondimensional mean trans-
lational (squeeze) velocity, for optimal textured parallel
thrust bearings of different B/L values. The damping coeffi-

cient is shown to be a mildly decreasing function of
squeeze velocity for values of v* lower than 0.001. The
decrease becomes more pronounced for values of v* larger
than 0.001, especially for bearings with large B/L.

(c) Selection of parameters t�a and t�b:
The average value of damping coefficient has been calcu-
lated in the interval t�a; t

�
b

� �
. For t�a, a value of 61 nondimen-

sional time units has been selected, to neglect (nonphysical)
load capacity fluctuations at the start of the perturbation
stage t� ¼ t�1 ¼ 60

� �
. A value of 64 nondimensional time

units has been selected for t�b, to neglect values of the in-
stantaneous damping coefficient in the regime where the
velocity derivative is nearly zero (around t� ¼ 65), for
which the numerical calculation of the instantaneous damp-
ing coefficient is problematic.

Validation of CFD Results. The present CFD model was
validated by comparing computational results against published
literature data for two problems relevant to the present study.
First, a similar flow problem in a 2D converging textured bearing
was solved, and the results compared against the CFD results of
Ref. [10]. This problem consists of a textured slider bearing exhib-
iting three rectangular grooves, as shown in Fig. 7(a) (inset

Fig. 6 Nondimensional average damping coefficient as a func-
tion of nondimensional mean translational (squeeze) velocity
for optimal textured parallel thrust bearings with different
values of B/L ratio. The geometry details are based on the opti-
mization study of Ref. [17].

Fig. 7 Validation of present CFD results against literature
data: (a) computed nondimensional pressure distribution ver-
sus nondimensional streamwise coordinate for a converging
microbearing with texturing; (b) computed nondimensional
average translational damping coefficient versus convergence
ratio of rectangular tapered-land sliders with B/L 5 0.5
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sketch). The bearing height at outlet H0 is 0.03 mm; the bearing
nondimensional length is l¼ 200. The length of each groove Lg is
0.3 mm; the texture density qT is equal to 0.429, whereas two dif-
ferent values of s ¼ Hg=Hmin are considered, namely 0.75 and 0.1.
The Reynolds number is equal to 1. Figure 7(a) presents the distri-
bution of computed pressure along the moving wall, as well as the
results of Ref. [10], illustrating a very good agreement.

As a second test, calculations were performed for 3D smooth
tapered-land sliders of B/L¼ 0.5, and various convergence ratio
values, and processed for the nondimensional translational damp-
ing coefficient (Np¼ 10, Re¼ 1). In Fig. 7(b), the results are com-
pared against the published data of Ref. [23] (Reynolds equation),
illustrating a very good agreement.

Optimal Geometry Parameters of Reference Textured
Bearings. In the present study, the textured bearings considered
are characterized by a maximum (optimal) nondimensional load
carrying capacity W� ¼ W= lUBð Þ Hmin=Lð Þ2; their texture geome-
try is the outcome of the optimization studies reported in
Ref. [17], which have utilized 3D rectangular channel geometries.
The results in Ref. [17], corresponding to constant values of
groove number and groove density (N¼ 5, qT ¼ 0.83), demon-
strate that, for a given value of B/L, the optimal texture geome-
tries, as defined by the untextured outlet length luo and the relative
groove depth s, can be approximated by linear functions of
convergence ratio k. These functions, along with the value of kopt,
corresponding to maximum load carrying capacity, are presented
in Table 1.

Computational Results

Effect of Slider Model on Load Carrying Capacity. The
present study utilizes the optimal texture patterns obtained in
Ref. [17] for rectangular sliders. As the present work involves the
study of dynamic coefficients associated with tilt motions of the
rotor, sector-pad (nonrectangular) thrust bearing geometries must
be utilized. Therefore, an initial assessment quantifying the dis-
crepancy in the major performance index (load carrying capacity)
between rectangular and sector pad sliders is necessary. Here,
eight-pad sector thrust bearings are considered. Computed pres-
sure distributions are processed to yield the instantaneous load
carrying capacity. A representative pressure distribution is illus-
trated in Fig. 8, corresponding to the steady (unperturbed) state of
an optimal textured eight-pad parallel bearing with B/L¼ 1.0.

Figure 9 presents simulation results in terms of load carrying
capacity versus convergence ratio, for three representative values
of B/L, for smooth and optimal textured sliders. For smooth
sliders, calculations with a rectangular and a sector-pad slider
model are practically equivalent; rectangular sliders exhibit
slightly higher load carrying capacity values, with the maximum
deviation being about 2% at small values of convergence ratio
(Fig. 9(a)). The comparison of results remains good for the case
of textured bearings (Fig. 9(b)). Specifically, rectangular textured
sliders of B/L¼ 0.5 are characterized by slightly increased values
of W*, compared to those of sector pad sliders, with a maximum
deviation of approximately 3.5% at small values of convergence

ratio. This overestimation decreases at increasing B/L and k,
reaching approximately 0.5% for B/L¼ 1.5 and k¼ 1.3. These
results demonstrate that rectangular slider models can be used to
accurately predict load carrying capacity over a wide range of
convergence and width-to-length ratios, both for smooth and

Table 1 Correlations for parameters of optimal texture geome-
try, as reported in Ref. [17] (N 5 5, qT 5 0:83)

B/L
ratio

Untextured
outlet

length luo

Relative
groove
depth s

Optimal
convergence

ratio kopt

0.5 luo¼ 0.132 kþ 0.532 s¼ 0.006 kþ 0.372 1.3
1.0 luo¼ 0.109 kþ 0.447 s¼�0.095 kþ 0.412 1.1
1.5 luo¼ 0.044 kþ 0.431 s¼�0.277 kþ 0.492 0.99

The reported value of kopt corresponds to the global maximum in load car-
rying capacity

Fig. 8 Color-coded contours of steady-state nondimensional
pressure on the rotor surface of an optimal textured eight-pad
parallel thrust bearing with B/L 5 1.0 (luo 5 0.447, s 5 0.412)

Fig. 9 Nondimensional load carrying capacity W* versus con-
vergence ratio k for different B/L values, for sector-pad and rec-
tangular sliders: (a) smooth sliders, (b) optimal textured sliders
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optimal textured sliders, i.e., the results of Ref. [17] are also rele-
vant for sector-pad geometries.

Dynamic Coefficients of Sector-Pad Thrust Bearings.
Following the methodology outlined in the section Stiffness and
Damping Conefficients, the dynamic coefficients of smooth and
textured sector-pad thrust bearings are computed, for a wide range
of B/L and convergence ratio values. The cases considered corre-
spond to two types of rotor motion: (a) a translational (squeeze)
motion along the thrust direction, and (b) a tilting motion with ref-
erence to a principal symmetry axis of the rotor (x-axis or y-axis
of Fig. 3).

Figures 10(a)–10(c) present the computed nondimensional
translational stiffness coefficient versus convergence ratio, for
the three B/L values of the present study; results for both
smooth and optimal textured sliders are included. As shown in
Figs. 10(a)–10(c), there is a clear increase in the overall level of stiff-
ness coefficient values with the increase of B/L. Further, bearing
stiffness is an increasing function of convergence ratio, k, up to a cer-
tain value of k, which is found to be a decreasing function of B/L.

Figures 10(a)–10(c) also demonstrate that textured bearings
provide a substantial improvement in stiffness coefficient over
smooth bearings for a wide range of convergence ratios; this
improvement is maximal in the limit of parallel bearings and
decreases at increasing values of k. This finding may be important
in terms of bearing stability for applications involving operation
in a broad range of thrust loads. In particular, considering a con-
verging fixed-pad bearing operating at a nominal load, it is real-
ized that a decrease in thrust load will result in a corresponding
decrease of the effective instantaneous convergence ratio, due to
the associated increase of fluid film thickness. For smooth
sliders, this leads to a substantial decrease in stiffness coefficient
(Figs. 10(a)–10(c)), which may in turn give rise to unstable bear-
ing performance. In contrast, for optimal textured sliders, the pres-
ence of substantial levels of stiffness coefficient, even for parallel
sliders, reduces the possibility of unstable behavior for the entire
range of convergence ratios.

Figures 10(d)–10(f) present the computed values of non-
dimensional translational damping coefficient as a function of
convergence ratio for the three B/L values of the present study.
Figures 10(d)–10(f) demonstrate a clear increase in the values of
damping coefficient at increasing B/L. Further, the damping coef-
ficient decreases monotonically with k. Finally, textured sliders
are characterized by decreased levels of damping coefficient, in
comparison to those of smooth sliders, with the discrepancies
increasing at increasing B/L and decreasing k. Nonetheless, in the
limit of parallel sliders, textured sliders may be characterized by
damping coefficients higher than those of high convergence ratio
smooth sliders. Thus, considering the previously discussed advan-
tages of parallel textured sliders in terms of stiffness performance,
it appears that they can be an attractive alternative to smooth
converging bearings, providing improved dynamic performance.

Figure 11 presents the computed nondimensional rotational stiff-
ness and damping coefficients versus convergence ratio for the three
B/L values considered here. By comparing with Fig. 10, it is realized
that the computed results exhibit the same qualitative dependence
on k and B/L for both the translational and the tilting motions.

Next, the sensitivity of the translational dynamic coefficients
with respect to the principal texture design variables (relative
groove depth s and nondimensional untextured outlet length
luo) is investigated. Here, the case of B/L¼ 0.5 is considered
for two representative values of convergence ratio, namely
k¼ 0 (parallel sliders, Figs. 12(a)–12(c) and 13(a)–13(c)) and
k¼ kopt¼ 1.3 (Figs. 12(d)–12(f) and 13(d)–13(f)); for complete-
ness, a corresponding curve for W* is also included. In particular,
Figs. 12(a)–12(f) present the dependence of W*, k�z , c�z on s. It is
demonstrated that the optimal (in terms of W*) s-range of sector-
pad bearings is also characterized by high k�z values, which
suggests a clear relationship between load capacity and bearing
stiffness. On the other hand, the damping coefficient c�z exhibits a
monotonic decrease at increasing values of groove depth. The
results of Fig. 13 demonstrate that, in varying luo, k�z is maximized
in the range of optimal luo (i.e., corresponding to maximum W*),
while c�z increases monotonically with luo. Figures 12 and 13 show

Fig. 10 Nondimensional translational stiffness and average damping coefficients k �z and c�z versus convergence ratio,
k, for smooth and textured sector-pad sliders: (a,d) B/L 5 0.5, (b,e) B/L 5 1.0, (c,f) B/L 5 1.5
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Fig. 11 Nondimensional rotational stiffness and average damping coefficients k �/ and c�/ versus convergence ratio, k,
for smooth and textured sector-pad sliders: (a,d) B/L 5 0.5, (b,e) B/L 5 1.0, (c,f) B/L 5 1.5

Fig. 12 Parallel textured bearings with B/L 5 0.5. Variation of normalized: (a,d) nondimensional load carrying capacity,
(b,e) nondimensional translational stiffness coefficient, and (c,f) nondimensional average translational damping coefficient,
versus relative groove depth, for parallel (a–c) and converging with k 5 kopt 5 1.3 (d–f) textured sliders. The values of untex-
tured outlet lengths luo are kept constant at their optimal values.
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that converging sliders with k¼ kopt¼ 1.3 demonstrate the same
qualitative dependence of indices W*, k�z , c�z on the principal tex-
ture design variables (s, luo) as parallel sliders, however, with a
decreased sensitivity to the variation of s, luo.

Conclusions

In the present work, a CFD study of stiffness and damping in
three-dimensional sector-pad micro thrust bearings with artificial
surface texturing has been presented. Here, the bearing texture
parameters were based on the results of the optimization study
reported in Ref. [17]. Two uncoupled degrees of freedom, corre-
sponding to a translational and a tilting motion of the rotor, have
been considered. For the computation of the corresponding stiff-
ness and damping coefficients, integrated CFD simulations, con-
sisting of an initial, a perturbation, and a relaxation stage, have
been designed. Nondimensional stiffness and damping coefficients
have been computed for smooth and optimal textured micro thrust
bearings over a wide range of B/L and convergence ratios. The de-
pendence of bearing stiffness and damping on geometrical parame-
ters has been found to be qualitatively the same for both translation
and tilting. The trends identified can be summarized as follows:

• The stiffness of both textured and smooth bearings increases
with the bearing width-to-length ratio B/L. Up to a certain
level, an increase in the bearing convergence ratio k results in
increased bearing stiffness.

• Optimal textured bearings provide improved stiffness over
smooth bearings for a wide range of k values.

• Bearing damping increases with B/L, while it decreases
monotonically with k.

• In optimal textured sliders, damping levels are lower than
those of smooth sliders.

• Parallel textured sliders are characterized by an overall
dynamic behavior that is superior to that of smooth converg-
ing bearings.

An important outcome of the present work regards the signifi-
cance of parallel textured sliders for thrust bearing applications.
As demonstrated here, parallel sliders exhibit good dynamic prop-
erties, which; in addition, are load independent; further, their load
capacity, although lower than that of optimal converging (smooth
or textured) sliders, is still satisfactory (see Ref. [17]). Finally,
parallel textured sliders are less sensitive to load variation in terms
of load carrying capacity, while they are easier to manufacture.
Overall, parallel textured sliders appear to be an efficient and
cost-effective candidate for micromachine applications.

Based on the total development and computational results
presented in Ref. [17] and in the present paper, an integrated
CFD-based tool for the design and optimization of micro thrust
bearings, in terms of both static and dynamic performance, is
available. The results in Ref. [17], accompanied by those of the
present study, can be utilized for dimensioning actual bearings for
an overall (static and dynamic) optimized performance. Finally,
the present results can be utilized in future computational studies
addressing the issues of stability and frequency response of tex-
tured micro thrust bearings.
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Nomenclature

Micro Thrust Bearing Geometry Variables (Figs. 1

and 2(a))

A ¼ total area of bearing pads (m2)
B ¼ slider width (m)

B/L ¼ slider width-to-length ratio

Fig. 13 Parallel textured bearings with B/L 5 0.5. Variation of normalized: (a,d) nondimensional load carrying capacity,
(b,e) nondimensional translational stiffness coefficient, and (c,f) nondimensional translational damping coefficient,
versus untextured outlet length, for parallel (a–c) and converging with k 5 kopt 5 1.3 (d–f) textured sliders. The values of
relative groove depths s are kept constant at their optimal values.
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H ¼ film thickness (m)
h ¼ nondimensional film thickness: h ¼ H=Hmin

H0;H1 ¼ outlet, inlet height (m)
Hmin ¼ minimum film thickness (m): Hmin ¼ min H0;H1ð Þ

k ¼ convergence ratio: k ¼ ðH1 � H0Þ=H0

L ¼ pad length at pad midsector (m)
l ¼ nondimensional slider length: l ¼ L=Hmin

Lui ¼ untextured inlet length (m)
lui ¼ nondimensional untextured inlet length: lui ¼ Lui=L

Luo ¼ untextured outlet length (m)
luo ¼ nondimensional untextured outlet length: luo ¼ Luo=L
Np ¼ number of pads

r ¼ radial coordinate (m)
Rin ¼ inner sector pad radius (m)

Rmean ¼ radius at pad midsector (m): Rmean ¼ Rin þ Routð Þ=2
Rout ¼ outer sector pad radius (m)
Hg ¼ groove angle (rad)
Hp ¼ pad angle (rad)
#g ¼ nondimensional groove angle: #g ¼ Hg= Hp þHg

� �
#p ¼ nondimensional pad angle: #p ¼ Hp= Hp þHg

� �

Texture Geometry Variables (Fig. 2(b))

Hg ¼ groove depth (m)
Lc ¼ texture cell length (m):

Lc ¼ L 1� lui � luoð Þ= N þ qT � 1ð Þ
Lg ¼ groove length (m)
N ¼ number of grooves per bearing pad
s ¼ relative texture depth: s ¼ Hg=Hmin

qT ¼ texture density: qT ¼ Lg=Lc

Physics Variables

cz ¼ average translational damping coefficient (N s/m)
cz;inst ¼ instantaneous translational damping coefficient (N s/m)

c�z ¼ nondimensional average translational damping
coefficient: c�z ¼ czH

3
min U=Lð Þ= BL2Ulð Þ

c/ ¼ average rotational damping coefficient (N m s/rad)
c/;inst ¼ instantaneous rotational damping coefficient

(N m s/rad)
c�/ ¼ nondimensional average rotational damping coefficient:

c�/ ¼ c/H3
min U=Lð Þ= B2L3Ulð Þ

Fp ¼ vertical pressure force (N)
kz ¼ translational stiffness coefficient (N/m)
k�z ¼ nondimensional translational stiffness coefficient:

k�z ¼ kzH
3
min= BL2Ulð Þ

k/ ¼ rotational stiffness coefficient (N m/rad)
k�/ ¼ nondimensional rotational stiffness coefficient:

k�/ ¼ k/H3
min= B2L3Ulð Þ

Mx ¼ average moment per bearing pad (N m)
p ¼ pressure (Pa)

p� ¼ nondimensional pressure: p� ¼ p=qU2ð ÞRe Hmin=Lð Þ
Re ¼ Reynolds number: Re ¼ qUHmin=l

t ¼ simulation time (s)
t� ¼ nondimensional simulation time: t� ¼ tU=Hmin

U ¼ velocity at pad midsector (m s�1): U ¼ xRmean

V ¼ fluid velocity vector
v ¼ squeeze velocity component (m s�1)

W ¼ average value of external bearing force per bearing pad
(load carrying capacity) (N)

W� ¼ nondimensional load carrying capacity:
W� ¼ ðW=lUBÞ Hmin=Lð Þ2

l ¼ fluid dynamic viscosity (Pa s)
q ¼ fluid density (kg m�3)
s ¼ shear stress (Pa)
x ¼ rotor angular velocity (rad/s): x ¼ U=Rmean
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